
TUTORIAL 3: 
Cluster analysis + dual heatmap



• Web-based platform designed for 
data-driven multi-omics integration 
and visualization
• Designed to be accessible to bench 

scientists rather than bioinformatician
• Integrates well-established 

multivariate and univariate statistics 
with innovative visual analytics to 
support:
• Integrative multi-omics analysis
• Clustering and pattern discovery
• Correlation analysis

Intro to OmicsAnalyst



Requirements

• Modern browser supporting WebGL. 
• Ensure that WebGL is enabled in your browser! 

oGo to this page https://get.webgl.org/ to verify your browser supports 
WebGL. 

oRefer to the FAQs for instructions on how to enable WebGL. 

• For the best performance and visualization, use the latest version of 
Google Chrome.



Goal for this tutorial

• A challenge for multi-omics analysis is to interpret highly complex and 
heterogeneous data without being overwhelmed by it
• Visualizing global patterns and clusters facilitate data interpretation
• Dual heatmap viewer enable the simultaneous visualization of two 

feature layers to facilitate comparisons of global patterns
• The goal of this tutorial is to:
• Introduce OmicsAnalyst’s tools for heatmap visual analytics
• Targeted analysis by performing functional enrichment analysis on selected 

regions from the heatmap



Sample workflow

• To start the tutorial, click                                 on the homepage

• An overview of this analysis track is:



Select “Try Example”1

Select 3rd

dataset and 
click “Yes”

2

Click “Proceed”3

OmicsAnalyst currently supports transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
microbiomics, and miRNA data. Human and mouse annotation are supported, 

but data from any species can be analyzed without annotation.



Click “Proceed”1

The main form shows processing parameters that 
were used for each dataset. When uploading 

data, it is important to correctly specify whether 
the data are raw counts or continuous values, as 

different data transformations should be used 
prior to differential analysis. See the FAQs for 

more details on the processing methods.

See options for 
different datasets by 
changing this menu

If unsure whether the data are already 
normalized, click the eye icon to view 

boxplots of the data. If the data are not 
extremely right skewed, it is generally safe to 

assume that they are already normalized.



The page provides graphics to ensure that the data has been 
properly normalized. Since different transformation may be 

preferred compared to differential analysis, you can update the 
method here. Scaling the datasets so that have comparable 

distributions across ‘omics types is recommended.

Click “Proceed”

1 Look at the “PCA plot”

2

See the number of 
differential 

features from each 
dataset. Click the 

icon to update 
thresholds.



1

Go to the “Cluster 
Heatmap Analysis” tab

Select “Similarity Network 
Fusion”2

Click “Proceed” 3

The clustering methods in this analysis track are “multi-view”, 
in that they integrate information from multiple data views, 

or ‘omics layers, prior to detecting clusters of samples. Select 
each method from the drop down menu to read a short 

description. To move on to the heatmap without detecting 
sample clusters, select the “Free Exploration” option. 



This page allows you to refine key tuneable 
parameters from the selected statistical 

method (if any). Diagnostic plots are 
provided to help determine whether the 

parameters should be changed. 

View the PCA plot to 
see how sample meta-

data compare to 
detected clusters

1

Click “Proceed” 2



Change colors 
to “green-
black-red”

1

Remove border by 
selecting “None”

2

Change 
resolution 
to “Low”

Our heatmap viewer enables simultaneous 
visualization of two omics datasets, and 
allows targeted analysis on clusters of 

interest. There are numerous visualization 
options allowing users to customize the 

heatmap appearance.

3



The heatmap viewer enables hierarchical 
clustering by both features and samples. For 

features, each ’omics matrix is clustered 
independently. For samples, one ‘omics is chosen 

to base the clustering on, and columns in both 
are re-arranged according to the resulting 

distance matrix. Here, we leave the samples 
arranged by the multi-view clusters and perform 

hierarchical clustering on the features.

1Click 
“Cluster 

Features”

Select “Ward’s method” 
and click “Submit” 2Repeat steps 

1 and 2, but 
change 

dropdown to 
“Dataset 2”

3



This transcriptomics cluster 
appears to follow the multi-
view cluster labels. Click and 

drag to select.1

This miRNA cluster appears 
to follow the multi-view 
cluster labels. Click and 

drag to select2

The design of the heatmap viewer allows you to view 
patterns across the entire dataset in the smaller 

“Overview” panel, and to interactively select smaller areas 
of interest to view in more detail in the larger “Focus 

View”. Here, we try to visually identify clusters of features 
that correspond to the multi-view sample clusters that are 

denoted in red and blue in the lower annotation bars 
directly under the “Overview” and “Focus View” titles. 

These annotation bars show 
information about the samples. 

The top show the meta-data 
groups, and the bottom show the 

multi-view clusters



Increase the resolution to 
“Medium” to see more 

information about the features. 
Scroll to the right within the 

“Focus View” until you see the 
feature names.

1

2 Change the database to “miRNA 
function” and click “Submit”

This pathway has “Mesenchymal” in the name (one of 
the sample meta-data classes) and so may be of interest. 

Click to highlight pathway genes in the heatmap.

3

Enrichment analysis can be 
performed on the genes 

within the Focus View using 
the panel on the right. Make 

sure that the selected 
database matches the 

corresponding ‘omics type.



Next, cluster the samples by 
their meta-data labels. Click 

“Cluster Samples” and change 
the method to “Condition”.

1

Continue to visually identify, 
select, and perform 

enrichment analysis on 
interesting regions of the 

heatmaps.

2

Download images and tables, 
or click “Share” to generate a 

persistent link to this 
interactive visualization, 

perfect for sharing results 
with collaborators.



THE END
For more information, visit the FAQs, Tutorials, Resources 

and Contact pages on www.omicsanalyst.ca


